NCRC: Weight Watchers

Interested in losing weight and making healthier food choices? Join the NCRC Weight Watchers Group!

New sessions begin Tuesday, May 28th!

Regular cost is $132
MHealthy pays $60 of this making your cost only $72!

Schedule:
Start Date: May 28th
Every Tuesday at 12:45PM
End Date: August 20th

Please email Julie Balk by Tuesday, May 28th if you would like to sign up.

Facilities

- Building 22 Renovations
- NCRC Parking Structure Maintenance - Top Level
- Portion of NCRC East Connector Road Closed
- New Video: U-M Preparedness - Severe Weather

Click here to view all NCRC Notifications & Updates

Events

- 5/20 - NCRC Site Orientation - TODAY!
- 5/28 - Last Day: NCRC Weight Watchers
- 5/29 - Produce Day
- 5/29 - MLibrary@NCRC: Orientation to Library Services at NCRC

Announcements

- collaborate!@NCRC Event Photos
- NCRC Employee Art Exhibition - Deadline to enter May 31
- Flavors Breakfast & Lunch Catering

Reminders

- Ann Arbor Marathon Route NCRC 6-9
- Where to park your bicycle at NCRC
- Nesting Ducks and Geese
- Art Exhibition: Inspired by Science